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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new interaction technique for controlling 

applications by touching the forehead that the skin deformation is detected by an 

enhanced Head-Mounted Display (HMD). This technique envisions supporting 

commands and controls for applications as map applications and photo viewers 

without carrying additional controlling device. In this technique, the skin defor-

mation is measured by attaching light sensors to the HMD. The deformation of 

the skin is caused by the user touching the forehead with the finger. In this paper, 

we support the recognition of multiple gestures with a Support Vector Machine 

(SVM). 
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1 Introduction 
Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) allow users to get visual information without restrict-

ing our body movement. HMD enables us to see the computer graphics both indoor and 

outdoor which can support our everyday life, for example, showing the map when walk-

ing outside. Recently, applications that overlaps computer graphics to the actual view 

are released for entertainment use which are suitable for HMD. Therefore, the need of 

HMD is increasing. 

As a fundamental function of the HMD, visual information is presented through a 
transmissive display fixed in front of the user’s sight. Manipulation of displayed infor-

mation on HMD is usually performed by mobile devices when using it outdoor. How-

ever, when using mobile device, the user must look at the device, which have to make 

an attention for the mobile device. Also, it is necessary to carry the HMD and the con-

trolling device separately.  

One of the representative technique is input in the mid-air. For example, when using 

HoloLens, users can input information by doing a mid-air hand gesture [1]. However, 

it is difficult to operate if user uses it in a small space since this requires a certain dis-

tance between the camera and the hand. An interaction method by touching the frame 

of the eyeglasses with the finger is also proposed [2]. Since it is necessary for the user 

to directly touch the OST-HMD itself, there is a possibility that blurring may occur in 

the video presented to the user in some cases. 
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Therefore, we propose a new interaction technique by touching the forehead, which 

enables user to input information. In this technique, we attach several light sensors to 

the frame of the HMD and measure the shape deformation of the skin caused by the 

user touching forehead with the finger. Using the acquired sensor data, the directions 

of the touch on the forehead can be recognized. The sensors are attached to the HMD 

itself; therefore, additional controlling device is unnecessary. We referred to [3] as a 

measurement of skin deformation. There are also research that utilize forehead skin 

deformation as an input [4], by moving the muscles of the eyebrows. Our research dif-

fers from this research as our method uses deformation of the skin caused by the touch 

of forehead with fingers. 

2 DecoTouch 

2.1 Principle 

In this paper, we measure the deformation of the skin with some light sensors on the 

frame of the HMD (Fig.1). This light sensor, called Photo reflective sensor, consists of 

Infra- red LED and phototransistor. This sensor is generally used for measuring the 

distance from the sensor to the object. We attached the sensors to the frame of the HMD 

in front of the forehead and measure the distance from the HMD to the forehead. When 

the user touches the forehead, the deformation of the skin is occurred. As a result, the 

distance from the sensor to the forehead is changed, and touch gesture can be recog-

nized. 

 

Fig. 1. The principle of the DecoTouch 

2.2 Implementation 

Hardware 

For our recognition system, we attached several light sensors to the front frame of the 

MOVERIO BT-300 made by EPSON (Fig. 2). In order to get vertical and horizontal 
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deformation of the forehead, we fixed light sensors over two rows. We adopted SG-105 

of Codency as a light sensor. Light sensors are connected to the Micro Controller (Ar-

duino Pro Mini, 3.3V), and sensor data is transmitted to the PC through XBee. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  The appearance of the DecoTouch 

Recognition 

Our system performs gesture recognition using the acquired sensor data. We used Sup-

port Vector Machine (SVM) which is one of supervised machine learning as gesture 

recognition. In addition, PSVM: Support Vector Machine for Processing (PSVM) li-

brary was used for implementation [5]. This also outputs the result as a probability. 

Before gesture recognition, we prepare a gesture data set. Our system starts accumulat-

ing the learning data by recording the sensor data when the forehead is pulled to the 

direction of up, down, right or left, and also recording the sensor data when the forehead 

is not pulled (Fig.3). After collecting sensor data 20 times for each direction, it becomes 

possible to recognize the gesture that pulls the forehead up, down, left or right, and also 

the gesture of no touch. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The deformation of the skin on the forehead. 
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User Trial 

We conducted a user trial to evaluate the precision accuracy of our system. The partic-

ipants were instructed to perform the following 5 gestures: “no touch”, “up”,  “left”, 

“right”, “down”. We gathered training data 20 times as sensor data for each state and 

performed ten-fold cross validation for gesture recognition. The participants included 

5 men in their 20s. The average accuracy was 80% (standard deviation was 12.5%). In 

particular, there are a lot of misrecognition about the gesture “no touch” and the gesture 

“up”, and the gesture “no touch” and the gesture “down”, which is considered to be 

caused by the lack in the number of sensors. Adding another sensor row would increase 

accuracy of the recognition. 

3 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a new input method for HMD by using forehead as a touch 

surface. The light sensors attached to the HMD measure the deformation of the forehead 

when touched with finger. In the user trial, we recognized five directional gestures with 

80% accuracy (standard deviation was 12.5%). 
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